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Abstract

Big data has penetrated into every industry and business, and it become an important factor of production. The mining and application of massive data is becoming more and more widely. It indicates the importance of the crawler system. A distributed crawler system is designed and implemented in order to improve the efficiency of reptiles. This system can not only collect Internet information by search engine, but also be used as a directional information collector to collect specific information under certain websites, such as recruitment, rental information and so on. This crawler system is based on Java language. Redis is used as a repository to store temporary page URLs, HttpClient is used to download pages, HtmlCleaner is used to parse pages, MySQL is used to store information, ZooKeeper is used to monitor distributed crawlers.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid development of the network, the World Wide Web has become the carrier of a large number of information. How to extract and utilize Internet information effectively has become a huge challenge. Search Engine, such as Baidu, Yahoo! And Google, is used as a tool to help people retrieve information and becomes an entry and guide for users to access the Internet [1]. In order to solve the above problems, focused crawlers emerge as the times require grabbing relevant web resources. Focus crawler is a system that automatically downloads Web pages. It selectively accesses web pages and related links on the World Wide Web to obtain the required information according to the established crawling target. Unlike general purpose web crawler, focused crawler does not pursue large coverage. Instead, it aims to crawl web pages related to a specific topic and prepare data resources for topic-oriented user queries.

Web crawler is a program that automatically extracts web pages. It downloads Web pages from the World Wide Web for search engines. It is an important component of search engines. The traditional crawler starts with one or several URLs of the initial web page and obtains the URLs of the initial web page. In the process of crawling the web page, it constantly extracts new URLs from the current page and puts them into the queue until it meets certain stopping conditions of the system. The workflow of focused crawler is complex. It is necessary to filter topic-independent links according to a certain web page analysis algorithm, retain useful links and put them in the waiting URL queue. Then, it will select the next page URL from the queue according to a certain search strategy, and repeat the process until it reaches a certain condition of the system. In addition, all web pages captured by crawlers will be stored by the system, analyzed, filtered, and indexed for subsequent query and retrieval; for focused crawlers, the analysis results obtained in this process may also provide feedback and guidance for future crawling process.

2. Crawler Classification

According to the system structure and implementation technology, web crawlers can be roughly divided into the following types: general purpose web crawler, focused web crawler, incremental web crawler and deep web Crawler [2-4]. Universal Web Crawler, also known as Scalable Web Crawler,
extends the crawling objects from some seed URLs to the whole Web, mainly collecting data for portal search engines and large Web service providers. Focused Crawler, also known as Topical Crawler, refers to the selective crawling of web crawlers related to pre-defined topics. Incremental Web Crawler refers to a crawler that updates downloaded pages incrementally and only crawlers newly generated or changed pages. To some extent, it can ensure that the crawled pages are as new as possible. Deep Web data is more professional and more data-intensive than the information provided in static pages of other websites, and it is more valuable for users to make use of. The general search engine cannot crawl deep web data when crawling network information. For search engine users, the valuable information they can get is limited.

3. System Design

A distributed crawler system is designed and implemented in Java language, which can store information in different places. The architecture of the system is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. The architecture diagram](image)

Redis is an open source, network-enabled, memory-based and persistent log-based, Key-Value database [5] and Redis stores URL list data in this system. Zookeeper is a distributed, open source distributed application coordination service [6]. In this system, Zookeeper is used to monitor and alarm the crawler system. HBase is a distributed, column-oriented open source database [7]. It uses crawled web page information in this system.

The requirement of distributed crawler for deployment is high in hardware memory. It needs to run cloud server, database server and Web server. On the wave server of system service deployment, enabling these services will occupy more memory, so the requirement for hardware and memory is relatively high. Because of the extensibility of OpenStack platform, more servers can be added in future use.
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The hardware environment uses a Xeon E5-2407 CPU with 16GB of memory and 1TB of disk space. The operating system is CentOS 6.0 and the cloud server is OpenStack. The database is MySQL. The web server is Tomcat. The development environment uses an Intel Core 3 CPU with 8GB of memory. The operating system is Windows 10. The JDK is 1.8 and Eclipse is used for Java EE development.
Distributed system is composed of a group of computer nodes that communicate through the network and coordinate their work in order to accomplish common tasks. The emergence of distributed systems is to use inexpensive, ordinary machines to complete computing and storage tasks that a single computer can not complete. The goal is to use more machines to process more data.

4. **Implementation**

4.1 **IP Proxy**

The main purpose of adding random IP proxy is anti-crawler, so if there is an IP proxy library and different proxies can be used randomly when building http client, it will be very helpful for us to anti-crawler. Then in the tool class that builds the HTTP client, when the tool class is first used, these proxy IP will be loaded into memory and into a HashMap in Java. The implementation of IP proxy is shown in Figure 3-7.

4.2 **URL Scheduler**

The URL scheduling system is the bridge and key to realize the distributed crawler system. It is through the use of the URL scheduling system that the whole crawler system can obtain the URL more efficiently (Redis as storage) randomly and realize the distributed of the whole system.

4.3 **Web Downloader**

The web Downloader is used to download data in web pages, mainly based on the following interface development: as shown in Figure 3.

4.4 **Page Parser**

The web parser is to parse the data we are interested in from the downloaded Web pages and save it to an object for further processing by data storage to save it in different persistent warehouses.

5. **Conclusion**

With the rapid development of the Internet and explosive growth of data, web crawler technology, as the data source support of other applications such as search engine and public opinion analysis, has attracted more and more attention. In order to improve the efficiency of large-scale data capture, this paper designs and implements a distributed crawler system. Through IP proxy library, adding random IP can deal with anti-crawler. Through efficient Redis storage, the efficiency of URL scheduling is
improved. When the crawler system is started, the program will start a Zookeeper client to register its node information with Zookeeper, and realize the dynamic scheduling of the crawler through Zookeeper. Using Hbase and MySQL to store data ensures data integrity.
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